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"پیش دانشگاھی و سوم"تست ھای زبان   
 

  
1-i fell off the ladder ….. I was painting the 
wall. 

     1-as     2- whether     3-after    4-before 

2-whether you stay here ……. Go to another 
country you should work and study. 

     1-but     2-and    3-or    4-so 

3-……. I mentioned in my last letter .i’ll be 
back in Ohio  in June. 

    1-so   2-as   3-while     4-whether 

4-he studied medicine …. He wished to help 
the sick. 

   1-unless    2-because    3-furthermore 4-but 

5-the audience greeted the singer ……. He 
entered the studio. 
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1-but     2-so    3-however   4-when 

6-whether you work in a company …. Do 
housework ,you need to learn how to use 
computer. 

    1-so     2-but      3-or     4-while 

7-we owned a car, we have gone camping 
every year. 

     1-as     2- when     3-since     4-while 

8) I have not seen my classmates…… I left 
school. 

     1-when     2-since      3-if    4-whether 

9)we haven’t met ….. we  were classmates 
five years ago. 

     1-as     2- when     3-since     4-after 

10)we’ll be told next week  …… we are 
employed or not. 

    1-whether    2-since    3-when     4-as 
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11) I learned  to speak Spanish …… I was in 
south America last year. 

     1- when    2- then     3-since     4-whether 

12) in 1973 ….. he lived in Rome. His ten-year-
old son was killed  in a car accident. 

     1- when    2-untill     3- since    4- after 

13)The last time I went To Shiraz was in Tir….. 
the whether was hot. 

     1-as     2- whether     3-since  4-when 

14)He parents died ….. he was only a boy of 
twelve. 

     1-since    2- as     3-when    4-because  

15)Tom is…… his teachers say .one of the best 
hopes in the competitions. 

    1-when     2- while    3- as     4-since 

16) I have not seen Alex…… he returned to 
the country. 
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     1-from     2- while     3-when   4- since 

17) she was reading a book……  the dinner 
was being served. 

    1-during    2-whether   3-while    4- since 

18) …… it is sunny or rainy, we will go cycling 
this afternoon. 

    1-whther     2- when    3- while    4- as 

19)I had to ask for help…… I didn’t know how 
the machine started. 

    1- before    2- since   3-when    4-while 

20)I didn’t pass the test …… I hadn’t studied 
well. 

    1- since    2-but    3- when    4-whether 

21)he was admitted to university…… he was 
only 15 years old 

    1-because    2- when   3-so     4-furthermore 
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22)I have not been to my hometown…… I got 
a job in Tehran. 

     1-when    2- since  3- whether     4-homever 

23)I always felt lonely ….. having very few 
friends to go  out with. 

     1-since    2- as    3- because of    4-when 

 

24)Mary cried bitterly ……. She was watching 
the news of his death on TV. 

     1-as2- furthermore 3-whether  4-whenever 

 

25)her electricity was cut off…… she had not 
paid her bill. 

     1-when    2- since    3- as soon as   4- unless 

26)please give this letter to Tom ….. you see 
him tomorrow. 

    1- as    2- since    3- when    4-during 
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27) I will accept the job offer…… or not the is 
low. 

     1-because    2-wether     3- if    4-when 

28) he left his hometown a few years ago and 
has not returned there…. 

 1- since then 2-till then3- as before 4-from as 

29)Mary look at my fingers, movement on the 
piano keys  and do…… I shoe you. 

     1- because    2- as    3-since     4-therefore 

30) Since…… to a warmer and less humid 
climate , I have had no trouble with my 
asthma. 

     1-upon moving      2-moving    3-I moving    
4-I move 

31)My father has started a new job in a car 
manufacturing factory ……. An accountant in 
the central office. 

     1-since     2- when   3- while     4- as 
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32) I can still remember the day …… we met 
each other for the first time . 

    1- while     2- as     3-when    4- since 

33) he missed his first class ….. of heavy 
traffic. 

     1- as    2- since    3- because     4- for 

 

34)it is thought that the present generation 
has never worked ……. The former one. 

     1- as hardly as    2- as harder as     

    3-as hard as     4- as hard like 

35)people who are physically fit, have a 
lower…… of heart disease. 

     1-risk    2- ability    3- aspect   4- event 

36) most children are …… it means that they 
can bend and stretch their bodies without too 
much trouble. 
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     1- available     2-dependable   

     3- flexible       4-suitable 

 37)the organ inside your chest that sends 
blood around your body is your……. 

   1-lung    2-skull    3- cell    4- heart 

38) some exercises are designed to…… your 
leg muscles. 

‘     1-store   2stand      3-stretch    4-stick 

39) …… your knees when you lift heavy things. 

     1-fix     2-bend      3-pick     4-lift 

40)does the pain from your last operation 
……. You much? 

      1-bother   2-protect       3-bend    4-support 

41) you’ll never be in good …… unless you eat 
less and take more exercise. 

    1- substance2-problem  3- nutrient  4-shape 
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42)the bad whether is …… problems for many 
farmers in the south of the country. 

     1- bothering 2-releasing 3- causing 4-acting 

 

43)surely the role of law is to ….. every 
citizen’s rights. 

     1-encourage    2-deny  3-protect   4-award 

44)his long…… fingers made it easy for him to 
play the piano so fast . 

     1- easy   2-bony    3-physical    4-extra 

45)eating fatty foods …… the risk of heart 
disease. 

1-stretches     2-stores    3-increases  4-stays 

46) some people believe that exercising is the 
most effective way to lose……. 

  1-health      2-pressure    3-breath 4-weight 
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47)most of the men still have difficulty…… 
women as a business partner. 

    1- comparing     2-accepting   

    3-releasing 4-summarizing 

48) you can’t …… on good whether for the 
whole tripe. 

    1- rely     2-believe    3-keep    4-excite 

49) it’s important to ……. A good impression 
when you meet someone for the first time . 

     1- examine 2-create 3-countinue 4-educate 

50)he …… was damaged in the car accident 
and he couldn’t remember his past. 

     1- heart    2- brain    3-muscle   4-ankle 
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